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The Truth Knows No Gender

(One Nation Under the Dollar)



By: Jossie Lisa White

(Your Indigo Sister)



“In any moment of decision, the best thing you can do is the right thing, the next best thing is the wrong thing, and the

worst thing you can do is nothing.” - Theodore Roosevelt



My name is Jossie Lisa White. I am a Queer Transgender Woman of Color and I am

writing you with a heavy heart in order to preserve the integrity of the truth. The information I

have is related to the Pulse Nightclub Shooting in Orlando, Florida which occurred June 12,

2016. There are other individuals involved with the planning of the shooting, along with many

others trying to cover up the truth. Bribery and intimidation is rampant within law enforcement

have been covering up the truth as well as other media outlets.

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for the truth to come forward

and diminish the wicked. In today's age it is common knowledge that sexuality is fluid and

people have came a long way in understanding of sexuality since the 1960's, 1970's, and

1980's. Many understand one's orientation should not be judge and it quite normal. Having

attraction towards the same gender should not be a shameful admission. We know that know,

and as the younger generations get older they understand the strives LGBATQI people have

made in the past century. Even more so now that HIV/AIDS is on the brink of extinction, our

community is as strong as it has ever been in the history of humankind. As we enter this new

century more education is needed for Transgender, Queer, and Intersexed identified individuals.

Even within the Gay and Lesbian community there is lacking education of what it means to be

Transgender, Queer, and even Intersexed. Not to mention as a society as a whole there seems

to be lacking an understanding of mental illness as well. For a while being Gay was still

considered a mental illness. The American Psychiatric Association (APA) removed

homosexuality from its official Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) in

1973. However, to this day, being Transgender is considered having dysphoria within one's

gender and Gender Dysphoria is still apart of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental



Disorders. Some members in the Lesbian and Gay community do not understand it - it is not an

orientation but an identity. The two are not intertwined. One can be a heterosexual identified

Transgender person or one can be a homosexual identified Transgender person, or a bisexual

Transgender person, or an asexual transgender person, and so forth. Transgender is an

umbrella term that encompasses more identities such as Gender-Queer (Trans Non-Binary people who identifies as both gender, even identifying as neither gender, or even as a Third

Gender), Cross-dressing people, Transsexuals, Intersex people, Drag-Kings, Drag-Queens, and

even Two-Spirited people. Transgender encompasses any individual who crosses over or

challenges their society's traditional gender roles and/or expressions. When people hear the

phrase Transgender, they often only think of Transsexuals and forgetting that there of more

identities that encompass it. Thinking that Transgender women are just sissy play things and

"Trannies" and "Shemales" and the only life for us is to be a sex worker or an adult film star.

Why is it when someone expresses a different gender than what society tells them to be or what

it normal that they are considered mentally ill? It really doesn't make sense to me! I do not know

when will the APA take Gender Dysphoria off of the DSM, but only time and education will tell.

I, personally, do not like the use of labels. I t ry to see everyone as equal humans beings

(and sometimes human beings can be monsters.) I try to be sensitive to each others phenotype

and identities along with how that phenotype and identity gets treated here on Earth. However,

living in America we must use identity to identify ourselves. Whether male or female; Black,

White, or Brown; Gay or Straight; even what city one resides in. Identification or as I call them

labels are crucial in America because it tells the system how is one is to be treated. When one

is oppressed in America and called names. The group being oppressed may resort to the use of

reappropriation - whether it is by race, sexuality, or disability. If one isn't familiar with

reappropriation it is a word that was at one time used derogatory but has been brought back into



acceptable usage—usually starting within the communities that experienced oppression under

that word. Examples include the "N-word" by the Black community - and other people who are

not members of the Black community get upset when they cannot use it. Another example

would be the word "Queer" and "Dyke." It was once used to describe people of the LGBT

community in a derogatory fashion, now it has been taken back by that community and used in

an affirming way - to some. I am a young, Black (Creole,) Transgender, Queer, women living in

modern America. I have always wondered why do people hurt each other, not just emotionally

but physically and economically, often waging war. I've read history books about how we've as

Americans have overcame a lot as a country. The treatment of Native Americans, the

Internment camps during World War II, the lynching of Blacks in the South, the inequality of

women's rights, the treatment of the disabled, child labor, the discrimination of Jews, Irish,

people of Middle Eastern descent and so forth. It seems as though to be an considered an

American is to be an ignorant heterosexual Caucasian Christian male. If the ignorant Caucasian

male is too busy basking in the privilege of being a white male to realize how others are being

treated, then they miss out on how other Americans, of all sorts, are being treated and held

back by a corrupt system. I've always read about how other's rights are trampled on all my life in the paper, on the local television news, and online - but never really realized how devastating

it was until I became an adult and it happened to me! It reminded me of the Martin Niemoller

poem "First They Came. . . ". When a crime happens and to local police refuse to enforce it and

these enforcers value money over people, the victim is left with nothing to look forward to. I

never really understood the evil that could be in someone's heart to plot premeditated murder

and even more vile mass murder.

How would anyone feel if someone they loved who was queer died on LGBTQI Pride

weekend just because certain people in Hollywood wanted to teach a young Transgender



Woman a lesson? Now multiply that feeling by 50. Step Up On Second/Vine is an organization

that illegally records their patients without their knowledge/consent and it is an invasion of one's

privacy. Just because an organization is located in Hollywood, California, and just because they

have an abundance of finances, doesn't mean they are immune to the rules others have to

abide by. It shows how corporations take advantage of the poor, the mentally ill people, women,

and mostly people of color, by lying and manipulating them while proclaiming they are helping

the homeless. They pocket State and Federal grant money all while taking advantage of the

homeless. About Step Up on Second and Step Up on Vine, they are a non-profit organization

that is located in Hollywood, Santa Monica, and Los Angeles in the state of California

respectively. I am sure they do very positive things in the community to help the chronically

homeless, however, there are some employees in this organization that are up to no good. I

only know of this organization through a referral from the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Center.

They inform me it was housing for people with mental illness and I know I have suffered from

depression ever since I was a teenager. I was told that if I lived there for a year that I would be

able to get a Section 8 voucher and moved elsewhere. I was just hanging in there so to speak

until my one-year-lease was up and I could move. I wanted a r oom of my own, my cocoon, my

sanctuary to be myself. That is all I ever wanted.

The organization called Step Up On Second/Vine located in California has an employee

there named Christopher Crosdale. This man, more like a monster, is implemented in the

Orlando Pulse Nightclub shooting which occurred on June 12, 2016. The best way to describe

this is murder for hire. I have been trying to get out the truth for so many months. Many believe

that Omar Mateen was acting alone and was involved in ISIS. The Central Intelligence Agency

has found no link between Mr. Mateen and ISIS and this is true. It is hard to prove that there is a

connection between a crime that happened in Orlando, Florida and an individual/organization



that resides/works in Southern California, especially when the perpetrator is murdered in the

act. Mr. Crosdale hired Mr. Mateen. I do not know the reason why, unless it was just to see my

reaction to the horrific crime. I tried to inform other members of Step Up Staff about the cameras

and how they were significant in proving the Orlando Massacre. One staff member, stated that

"no one would believe you," which hurted my soul, because it seemed to me that Step Up Staff

didn't care about the 49 people who lost their lives on that tragic night, a night that will live on in

infamy within the community, America, and around the globe. They saw me as a man, and not

knowing that I am Queer identified. Sometimes I call myself "Too Queer for Queersville" or "My

color doesn't fit within their rainbow," because I know I don't fit in anywhere. I know I’m weird. It

seems to me that the ones who are trying to cover up the truth about the Pulse Nightclub

shooting in Orlando, Florida are the real ones who are homophobic! It is astonishing how much

homophobia and transphobia resides within Southern California. I soon found out that people

value money over the well being of others and most importantly the truth. Soon the little girl that

is inside me was losing faith in Democracy.

There are cameras located in the rooms illegally on the Step Up on Vine location. They

do not inform that residents of their illegal recording and at first appearance of the room the

camera is not visible. I do not have substantial evidence, but I do think it is located in the

air-conditioning unit of the facility. During my stay at the facility, other residents were making

exact references as if they were seeing what I was doing in my room. I was suspect, but at the

same time I was using medicinal cannabis everyday and thought I was just being paranoid, so I

just simply brushed it off. I wasn't doing anything in my room anyway. Not until much later I

realized what was going on. I had no idea about the camera. So every once in awhile I would

flip the bird in the air and sometimes whirl around. My logic was this, if someone was watching

me they would see my middle finger, and if no one was watching and I was just being paranoid



then it wouldn't matter. I honestly thought I was being paranoid due to my constant pot smoking.

I was known as the “hot Transsexual” in the building, so I thought if it was, probably some dicks

in the building doing it. I didn't know it was actually sanctioned by the management with

elaborate schemes to cover it up.

They want people to have sex on camera. They do this to abuse women. One isn't suppose to

say anything about it and the more one speaks their mind they will try to paint that individual as

"crazy."

The Step Up on Vine staff know very little about about mental illness and the variant

types of it. I have suffered from depression, anxiety, and mood disorders ever since I was a

teenager. I have been in therapy for at least a decade. I have looked at a copy of the DSM and

know how mental ill impacts a person. Depression is serious and not many know how

detrimental it can be! When I live in Northern California while attending college, I fell victim to

the same depression. I would try to take care of myself, it was difficult, soon didn't even leave

my room. I listened to music, try to go to class, do my assignments, and continue my transition. I

didn't go to class and then had to leave school because I was missing class due to harassment,

anxiety, and depression and couldn't leave out of my bed. I was still coming to terms with my

gender and sexuality. I was been a quiet, loner, and kept to myself. That's me. I have a hard

time making and keeping friends. I have low self-esteem even though I am really talented. I

have self-image issues. Not all pains are visible and that sometimes is hard for someone who is

mentally equipped to grasp. That staff has very poor counseling and cannot leave their

preconceptions at home when they are giving a resident treatment. A lot of the times talking to

the Step Up on Vine's staff would make me feel worse than talking to them from the beginning.

Soon I would stop talking to them. The alternative treatment for my depression was at Kaiser

Sunset, and my therapist there started to treat me inadequately. I stopped going to therapy all



together even when I really needed it. I'd figure I could make without one until I get my voucher

and move out somewhere pleasing. I don't think that the staff there are licensed for social work,

let alone equipped to give adequate therapy for one that is considering Gender Confirmation

Surgery.

I was on my way to mental health facilities because I wanted to take my own life, people

were bribed to tell my location, follow me, and all I was doing was being myself! I have been

intimidated by others who do not want to truth to get out. Quite frankly I am scared for my life. I

don't want to say anything because I am so scared. However, I have to be brave for the 49

people who lost their lives in one of the most horrendous ways possible. I have to be brave

because I owe it to the victims, the families of the victims, the LGBTQI youth growing up in this

era (or better known more as my brother and sisters), and all the love I have gotten throughout

my life. I have to be brave because this should never ever happen. I didn’t organize anything. I

didn’t pull the trigger. I honest to God had a premonition of this event - and then it happened! I

have to be brave and speak out without anyone considering of taking my life because I am a

young, intelligent, Black, Queer, Transgender woman and I know from first hand experience

how it is to have one's rights trampled upon by the establishment. This is scary for me, because

I know history. Almost every time someone stands up, fight, and promotes peace, equality, and

love amongst all people usually they end up getting murdered - Mahatma Gandhi, Indira

Gandhi, Malcolm X, Steve Biko, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Medgar Evers, Abraham Lincoln,

John Lennon, John F. Kennedy, John Brown, Oscar Wilde, Konca Kuris, Benazir Bhutto, Harvey

Milk - just to name a few. I am terrified that this will happen to me, and quite frankly - my family,

if I speak out! I am petrified and I haven't able to mentally move in months! However, I have to

be brave and make my mark on history, along with h

 erstory. No one deserves to lose their life in

such an inhumane fashion. It is as if the awful people in the world want society to keep being



unloving to other humans and when these people see someone taking a stand, the righteous

become a target. Getting rid of the righteous so that evil can continue in the world. I now know

why some Americans do not want Blacks to be taught English, let alone be given the same

education as other Americans - because that will threaten the establishment. I know why

women were only recently given the right to vote, pursue other careers, do the same activities

that men are privileged to do, and be a dominate force in the workplace - because it threatens

the establishment. Certain types of men are terrified to take orders from a person of color. Along

with the majority of men who are terrified to see a woman in power and take orders from her. I

never understood why masculinity is so fragile that they need to keep women down, in my

opinion that means that they aren't secure in their masculinity. Why feel threatened by

effeminate people with penises, why feel threatened by masculine people with vaginas? Why

feel threatened by gender-nonconforming people? Why feel threatened by intelligent person of

color? No reason, except people fear what they do not understand, that is the folly of man.

What is? That is the question that motivates us to live, thrive, and prosper. What is life.

Then once we figure out the “what” that often leaves us questioning “why?” We then spend the

duration of life trying to figure it out. What is murder and why do people commit such awful acts?

We can easily define homicide but it is always harder figuring out “why.” The following is true

and it is the majority of my life so far. I had rather not have my life be an open book, but

circumstances seem to require it. There seems to be a lot of 'hoopla' as to what gender identity I

am, my sexuality, and my disability. I feel the need to give some background information to my

life so far. I find it critical to explain because one, everything happens for a reason, and two, it

shows the path which led me to me I am today. My caterpillar days.

I am a 26 year-old Transgender/Genderqueer person who was born and raised in the

city of Compton, California and currently live in Southern California. I always felt as though I was
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